Plan selection in proton therapy of locally advanced prostate cancer with simultaneous treatment of multiple targets.
Intensity modulated proton therapy (IMPT) of locally advanced prostate cancer can spare the bowel considerably compared to modern photon therapy, but simultaneous treatment of the prostate (p), seminal vesicles (sv) and lymph nodes is challenging due to day-to-day organ motion and range uncertainties. Our purpose was therefore to generate a plan library for use in adaptive IMPT to mitigate these uncertainties. We retrospectively included 27 patients with a series of CT scans throughout their treatment representing day-to-day variation. In 18 of the patients, target motion was analyzed using rigid shifts of prostate gold-markers relative to bony anatomy (BA). A plan library with different p/sv-PTV positions was defined from the distribution and direction of these shifts. Delivery of IMPT using plan selection from the library was simulated for image-guidance on BA, in the remaining patients and compared to non-adaptive IMPT. The plan library consisted of 3 small margin p/sv-PTVs: i) p/sv-PTV shifted 1.5 systematic error (Σ) of the population mean in the anterior-and cranial directions, ii) p/sv-PTV shifted 1.5Σ in the posterior-and caudal directions and iii) p/sv-PTV in the planning position. The conventional p/sv-PTV was also available for back-up. Plan selection as compared to non-adaptive IMPT resulted in a reduction of the rectum volume receiving 60 GyRBE (V60GyRBE) from on average 12 ml to 9 ml. For the bladder the average V45GyRBE was reduced from 36% to 30%. Large and small bowel dose were also reduced whereas target coverage was comparable or improved as compared to non-adaptive IMPT. Plan selection based on a population model of rigid target motion was feasible for all patients. Compared to conventional IMPT, plan selection resulted in significant dosimetric sparing of rectum and bladder without compromising target coverage.